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About This Game

This is an engrossing educational game with vivid EGA/VGA graphics and support for Adlib and Sound Blaster. Using the Duke
Nukem graphical system, Word Rescue has state-of-the-art dual-screen scrolling graphics similar to what's seen on the Super

Nintendo and Sega Genesis home gaming systems. Even "grown-ups" will like Word Rescue!

Play as either a girl or a boy. Visit amazing locations on your word-finding adventure, as you hunt for missing words. Dark
caves, rocky cliffs, deserts, happy towns, haunted houses, funny factories and creepy dungeons are just some of the places you'll

explore.

Features

Progress Through Play: Educational software that's fun to play and designed for a range of players of all ages!

A World of Words: Three unique multi-level adventures, with 330 words to rescue.

Everybody's Included: Choose whether to play a girl or a boy character.

Comprehensive Learning: Learn reading, spelling, word meanings, and logic-solving.

Save Your Progress: Save and restore your progress and use the built-in help and high score list.

Controller Support: Partial Xbox 360 Controller support.
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A decent match game with a few twists on the genre and definitely more casual play if you prefer. I bought it on sale for 1.99
and played for over 8 hours (to 100%) and as such I definitely got my money's worth. I try and get 1 hour of play for USD$1 I
spend.

That said, it can get repetitive after a while and the trophy levels especially seemed rehashed. This is a genre prone to repetition,
however, so I adjust my score accordingly... 7\/10. You cant mod the cars they come pre modded. Frustrating as hell!!! I love it,
this game will do my wifes head in.. I think I will end up dreaming about this game as I slowly go mad.. :). This game is too hard
i cant get past Crete you should make so that you can call in any reinforcements not the ones you get and the artillery is the same
for example the LEFH 18 had a muzzle brake and shorter barrel. Also make it so that you can play any mission in any era of
war. if you fix this then i will give it a thumbs up.. Oh yeah!!! Dirtbag! No, she don't know what she's missing!. horrible i want a
refund. These kind of games a wonderful. Nearly like a detox of gaming. I tend to bury myself in MMORPGs and sandbox
games in general. Having a small contained game that can be completed fairly quickly feels good, especially ones as clean, crisp,
and interesting as this one. It's very short, but quite potent. I've only completed it once and I feel like there are other endings so
I'll be jumping back in soon.. Colorful and cozy puzzle adventure with nice time travelling mechanic. I have really enjoed it.
Puzzles are not very difficult to solve, but I don't see it as a problem.
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Why my game graphics is bugged, i dont recomend this game if it's not playable
http:\/\/imgur.com\/kotwsS3
. Sad ,that there are no achievments in steam. But otherwise good game.. I Loved how simple the controls are Plus the game is
hard but not too the point of rage quiting. The game is also very creepy and yet like a thing that would really exist unlike FNAF.
Plus how the game is NOT a FNAF fan game and how organig the game is. Good job devs cannot wait for 123 sms 3. Once you
go tomatoe, you never go back. Now this game, I only bought it for the original Incoming as many others did as well, so I will
review the first game as i didn't bother to play much into Forces.

Short review: Just get it if you like fast paced Arcade Shooters with an okay story.

Long review: The game itself is a pretty straight forward Attack\/Defense game where you can control various air and ground
vehicles, and sometimes also can control several units in a strategy minigame in the story. While the Arcade mode is what the
name says, just flying around with an airplane and collecting points. Imagine the game being 'Alien Invaders' with 3D graphics
and more variation on vehicles to choose from. The story btw is nothing which will blow you away, just the generic 'Aliens
invade Earth' story, but the way the gameplay works here, i recommend a gamepad, best experience, and your triggers won't
work if you play with xbox pad, but other than that you don't need much buttons anyways.
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